Characterization of human telomeric repeat sequences from human herpesvirus 6 and relationship to replication.
Here we examine by polymerase chain reaction amplification followed by cloning and sequence analyses selected regions of the human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) genome which contain human telomeric repeats (TTA-GGG). We determine the relative number, arrangement and orientation of the repeats in the unit length genome, in concatemeric replicative intermediates and in heterogeneous (het) regions. We also examine distribution of the repeats in the entire genome (159 kb) and their orientation relative to DNA packaging motifs and the origin of lytic replication. In the prototype orientation the HHV-6 repeat is the related complement, TAACCC. We show that tandem arrays of this repeat are present in the right and left long direct repeats (DRL and DRR, 8 kb each) which bound the long unique sequence (UL, 143 kb). Within each DR there is a left terminal imperfect tandem array and a right terminal perfect tandem array (58 copies). In DR they are each adjacent to DNA packaging motifs, pac1 and pac2, described for herpes simplex virus and human cytomegalovirus, in the arrangement pac1-imperfect repeat-7.2 kb-perfect repeat-pac2. Five independent clones were isolated and sequence determined from junctions of concatemeric replicative intermediates which showed adjacent pac2 and pac1 motifs surrounded by telomeric repeats. Favoured cleavage sites for unit length genomes were indicated which avoided cleavage within the repeats. Analyses of the complete genome showed no tandem repeats within UL but did show a polar distribution of monomeric copies and related sequences around the origin of replication, with an effect on the overall base composition. The implications for virus replication are discussed.